
Within this brochure you may choose from the following print and

framing options. Please refer to the price list which details the sizing

options for each frame choice.

• Print to canvas stretched over wooden frame

• Print to canvass with a premium floating frame

• Print to photo card, mounted and framed with acrylic glass pane

• Print to acrylic

• Print to aluminium

Print and framing options



Folded Edge

Just like with classic art canvas, your photo print on canvas is stretched to 

fit the frame perfectly. This option may not be suitable if the image is 

tightly cropped and essential elements of the photo are located too close 

to the edges, especially on 4cm frames.

Stretched Edge

For this type of canvas print, the outermost pixels of your photo are 

stretched in length and applied all around the outer edge of the frame. 

Your image is visible in its entirety on the front side of the canvas.

Mirrored Edge

Your image can be seen in its full glory on the front side of the canvas 

print. The outer edge of your photo is then copied, inverted, and added 

to the frame after the main print is already completed.

Black Edge

Your image is printed only on the front of the canvas while a black edge is 

applied to the sides of the photo canvas print. The black outer frame 

complements most environments and adds a contrast.

These are canvas prints which are a combination of first-rate

canvas fabric and an HP latex ink rendition of your selected

photo, stretched over a hand-crafted wooden frame. Simply

choose a size and the thickness of your canvas print from the

price list and add a compelling edge finish.

• Customisable with individualised edge designs. 

• Hand-stretched canvas over a quality wooden frame.

• Vivid hues and excellent image sharpness.

• Special latex inks with UV protection.

• Certified canvas made specially for printing.

Choose your 2cm frame or 4cm frame, then choose your finished edge 

Print to Canvas 



The characteristic folded edges of the canvas are visible through

the decorative floating frame, which makes the floating frame a

very popular framing style in galleries.

Create your own photo on canvas and choose a suitable floating

frame from any of the following colour finishes:

Print to Canvas with a Premium Floating Frame



Framed Photo

Sharp photo print in high-quality

Discover details you’ve never seen before.

Your photo is digitally printed in razor-sharp

resolution and brilliant colours, resulting in a

print of stunning quality.

Mounts with oblique finishing

Each mount is made out of high-quality white

museum card stock. The oblique cut of each

mount gives your photo depth and draws the

viewer’s eye to it.

Personalised decorative frames

Printed, framed, delivered – your gallery

framed photo comes completely framed so

you can hang it up from the moment you

unbox it. Each frame is made by hand and

finished with a crystal-clear acrylic pane.

Your gallery framed photo comes with a high

quality solid frame. Select a colour that best

suits your photo or lends a touch of contrast.

Choose the perfect frame from the selection

of options from striking colours to warm

wood tones.



Acrylic prints fit beautifully in any room with it’s clean contemporary lines.

Printing to acrylic creates a sharp image in bright colours. This look is achieved through a professional 12 colour

printing process that allows the finest colour differences and the best resolutions to shine through. Your digital photo

print is carefully laminated on to 3mm thick crystal clear acrylic which is manufactured to a flawless finish. The edges

are carefully polished ensure the best results for your photo print.

An invisible picture hanging kit is supplied with this photo print.

This is premium product and is worth noting that acrylic can warp for larger sizes. Therefore, if choosing larger sizes it

is recommended upgrading the back to forex or aluminium to increase its stability.



Your photo on aluminium will shine thanks to state-of-the-art printing technology and first-class colour printing in

brilliant colours. New and improved lab-quality photo paper shows your image in the highest sharpness and with the

best resolution possible.

Your photo is laminated on to high-quality photo paper and then on to a precisely cut aluminium composite panel.

Your aluminium print will be finished with a glossy protective film. The gloss effect and the colour depth are unique to

this process. A protective foil then protects your aluminium photo print in rooms with high humidity such as a

kitchen or bathroom.

The core of the back is made of a plastic that makes your image both lightweight and stable at the same time. The

black plastic core is enclosed between two fine sheets of aluminium.

As with the acrylic prints, these aluminium prints will be provided with an invisible picture hanging kit.

Aluminium Photo Prints


